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Abstract 

 
Wireless sensor networks become ubiquitous to 

collect people's information in many people-centric 
applications, such as, health care, smart space and 
public safety. Because any misusage of these personal 
data might result in the leakage of privacy, it is 
expected that the data requesters can only access to 
the data what they are entitled to read. Based on a 
revised hash chain technique, we proposed a novel 
Time-based Privacy Protection (TPP) scheme for 
multi-attribute data in WSNs. In the scheme, all the 
personal data are divided into 2-D subspaces 
representing data attribute and generation time. Data 
in each subspace is encrypted with a sub-key before its 
transmission to the sink. Anyone who wants to read 
data attribute at a particular time must get the 
corresponding sub-key from the sender node. TPP can 
generate a sub-key for data in each subspace in an 
efficient manner in terms of less sub-key generation 
time and low memory space usage. The simulation 
results show that the schemes can be applied to the 
resource limited WSNs efficiently.  
 
1. Introduction 
 

Wireless sensor network technology has the 
potential to change the way we live, work and do 
business [1, 2]. It offers economically viable solutions 
for a variety of people-centric applications, such as, 
health care, working space automation and public 
safety [3, 4, 5]. Wireless sensor networks even might 
be quickly becoming a vital part of our infrastructure 
to enrich lives and make processes easier. However, 
there are some potentially negative aspects of these 
networks, and one of them is the prospective loss of 
individual privacy. 

In the people-centric wireless sensor networks, we 
refer to the data privacy as 'informational self-
determination'. The data generated by sensors have the 

potential to threaten people's privacy if misused or 
mishandled. Hence, privacy protection is a critical 
issue which might impact the acceptance of a WSN 
project from a large community. The deployment of 
sensor network in the convenience service applications 
must meet increasingly stringent security and privacy 
require-ments. In current wireless sensor networks, 
once the personal data are transmitted to the sink, it 
will be actually out of the owner’s control. It might be 
unacceptable to most people and might impact the 
deployment of a WSN system. People expect that only 
the permitted privacy information in a given time slot 
to be read by others. Thus, strict privacy mechanisms 
must always be in place to prevent discretionary use of 
the personal data. 

Although some efforts have been carried out to 
mitigate the risks of privacy exposure [7, 13], privacy 
protection remains to be a challenging issue in current 
WSNs when we consider it in both the attribute and 
time context. In traditional wireless sensor networks, 
all privacy data use a completely identical protective 
measure. If a person can query part of data, he is able 
to query the others. This might result in many 
problems. Actually, many kinds of data are collected 
continuously by a WSN. Different kinds of data may 
have different usage. Meanwhile, the same kind of data 
collected in different time should be used with 
different permissions.  

In this paper, we proposed a Time-based Privacy 
Protection (TPP) scheme for multi-attribute data in 
WSNs. From an initial key and a chosen hash chain 
function, TPP scheme can efficiently generate 2-
dimensional keys to provide privacy in WSNs with 
guaranteed security. To the best of our knowledge, 
there are no similar researches so far. A side effect of 
the scheme is that we can carry out the access control 
in the sink as well for queries from ordinary sensor 
nodes. We also propose improved schemes to make it 
adaptable to different application scenarios. The 
simulation results show that TPP can be applied to the 
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resource limited WSNs efficiently, requiring less key 
computation time and small storage space. The storage 
space consumption is extremely low, even only 
requiring a single seed key stored on each sensor node. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
The next section discusses the problem statement. 
Section 3 describes the basic design of Time-based 
Privacy Protection scheme, and further shows the 
improved schemes. Performance evaluation is 
presented in Section 4. Section 5 presents some related 
works. We conclude the work in Section 6. 
 
2. Problem statement 
 

Wireless sensor networks are used for collecting 
people's information in many people-centric 
applications, such as home automation, health care and 
public safety. Because sensor nodes have not enough 
storage space, it might be unrealistic that all the data 
are stored on the sensor nodes in many applications. 
The alternative feasible approach is that all of the 
privacy data collected by WSNs are transmitted to the 
sink and stored on it. But this might result in another 
critical problem. 

In traditional wireless sensor networks, the sink is 
considered as the core of the whole sensor network. It 
can query and access to any kinds of data from any 
sensor nodes at any time and handle them 
discretionarily. That is, the personal data collected by 
sensor nodes are actually out of the owner’s control. If 
any of these personal data are misused or mishandled, 
it might result in the leakage of privacy. It might be 
unacceptable to most people and might impact the 
deployment of a WSN system. People might expect 
only the right privacy information at the right time to 
be queried by any persons who have been mandated 
firstly. To the best of our knowledge, there are still no 
methods that have been proposed to restrict the data 
access competence of the sink to protect people's 
privacy for ensuring the acceptance of the application 
systems from a larger community. 

Thus, above existing challenges pose the problem to 
design a more secure system for the purpose of privacy 
protection in people-centric WSNs, where data should 
be read according to their given attribute and time slot. 
Future privacy protection schemes should consider the 
feelings and requirements of the users' who are the 
owners of the privacy data. This is essential to ensure 
users acceptance to the systems. They should focus on 
the 2-D characteristics of private data, which will be 
formulated in Subsection 3.1. The owners of the 
privacy data could control which data can be accessed 
by the sink. In addition, they must be adaptive to the 
resource limited sensor nodes. It is equally important 

to consume as little energy for key generation and 
small storage space. 
 
3. Time-based privacy protection for multi-
attribute data 
 

In order to address the above issue, we argue that 
the time factor should be considered in future privacy 
protection schemes. Thus, we propose the 2-D 
characteristic of the multi-attribute private data. Based 
on that, we present the Time-based Privacy Protection 
scheme in detail. 
 
3.1 The 2-D characteristic of the private data 
 

We formulate the 2-dimensional characteristic of 
the attribute and time for the privacy data collected by 
WSNs now. Many kinds of data are collected 
continuously by a WSN. Data with different attributes 
may have different usage. Meanwhile, data with the 
same attribute but collected in different time should be 
treated differently. Thus, we argue that the data 
collected by WSNs have the 2-D characteristic in terms 
of attribute and time.  

Attribute: Data collected by a WSN can be regarded 
as a data set ( )1 2, , ,D d d dx= , where each element 
indicates one kind of data. Partition the data set D  to 
obtain a set partition { }1 2, ,..., mD D DP = , then rearrange all 
elements in P by a given rule, we can obtain a 
sequence { }1 2, ,..., mA a a a= . Each element of sequence A 
is named as an attribute. The partition and rearrange 
rule here can be made according to the specific 
function of the WSN. 

Time: Data collected in WSNs can be differentiated 
by the time that it is collected. Given a fixed time 
slotTΔ , the time from the start of a WSN system to a 
given moment can be partitioned into a time sequence 

{ }
1 2
, , ...,

n
T t t t= , which is in chronological order. Each 
element of sequence T is named as time slot. 

If we deem all data collected by a WSN in a 2-D 
plane which is synchronized by attribute and time, the 
plane is divided into many subspaces in terms of 
attribute and time. If we use ijs  to indicate the ith 
attribute of data collected at time slot j, the data 
collected by a sensor node can be indicated using a 
matrix S. 
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3.2 Overview of TPP 
 

We present the working model of TPP firstly. We 
only consider the case that all the collected personal 
data are transmitted and stored on the sink in a people-
centric WSN. In order to provide adequate security, the 
data collected by a sensor node are divided into many 
subspaces by the 2-D characteristic of attribute and 
time and are encrypted with different sub-keys before 
they are transmitted to the sink. 

When time elapses, the number of sub-keys will 
rapidly increase. It is infeasible to store all these 
encryption keys in a single sensor node due to very 
limited storage space. Thus, we need design a 
lightweight Key Generation Scheme (KGS) to generate 
a sub-key for the data in each subspace. KGS works 
synchronously with data collection on sensor nodes.  
When the privacy data have been collected in a time 
slot, corresponding sub-keys for different attributes are 
generated at the same time. The sensor node encrypts 
the data using the sub-keys and then transmits them to 
the sink. The sub-keys are discarded when new sub-
keys are generated in the next time slot.  

Because all the data are encrypted, nobody can read 
the data stored on the sink. If someone is plan to read 
any part of the data, he has to send an attribute-time 
pair (a, t), which is encrypted using the traditional 
secure transmission technologies, such as the one 
described in literature [7], to the corresponding sensor 
node first. On the sensor node there is a mechanism 
which can be designed to satisfy different requirements 
to decide whether the corresponding sub-key is 
returned. If so, then the sensor node generates the 
corresponding sub-key and sends it to the sink. Only 
when the one has got the sub-key, he could read the 
needed data. We will present the Data Abstraction 
Scheme (DAS) and 3 different Key Update Modes in 
Subsection 3.4 and 3.5 in detail. 
 
3.3 Key Generation Scheme (KGS) 
 

The goal of KGS is to generate a distinct encryption 
key for the data in each subspace. That is, to generate a 

sub-key matrix K, in which ijk  indicates the sub-key 

for the data in subspace ijs , for the data matrix S. 
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Sensor nodes have extremely limited power 
resources and computational capabilities, so traditional 
cryptographic algorithms are considered too bulky, 

complex and power hungry for them. So we select the 
lightweight hash function for KGS, which has been 
proved to adapt to wireless sensor networks [17, 18, 
19]. We utilize the traditional one-way hash chain 
technology and propose a key generation scheme 
which is illustrated in Figure 1. 

First of all, we should introduce the symbols used in 
the algorithm. Assume that our selected hash function 
is ( )H Hash k= . Each sensor node stores one single 

seed key named 0k which is used as the initial input of 

the hash chain. The length of each sub-key is ijk l= , 
and the length of reserved key is L, so the length of 
each hash value is iH l m L= × + . 

The KGS works as follows. At the start moment of 

each term it , the hash value 1iH −  is used as the input 
to generate the corresponding hash 

value ( )1i iH Hash H −= . Then a hash chain 

{ }1 2, , ..., nH H H H=  is generated.  
For each hash value Hi, we divided it into 1m +  

parts named as 10 , , ...,i miik k k  respectively in which 

0 ik L= and 1 2 mii ik k k l= = = = . 21 , , ...,i miik k k are 
used as the needed sub-keys. And the remained part 

0ik  is named as the reserved key which will not be 
used in any time and is also never sent to the sink.  

 
Algorithm 1 Key Generation Algorithm 

Input: the seed key k0, attributes number m, sub-key 
length l, reserved key length L 
Output: sub-key matrix K 
Algorithm: 

Step1: Compute the hash value 01 ( )H Hash k= , 

the length of which is 1H l m L= × + . 

Step2: Divide 1H into m+1 parts named as 

{ }01 11 1, ,..., mk k k , in which 01k L=  and 
11 21 1m

k k k l= = = = ; 

select 111 21, , ..., mk k k  as the 1st column of the sub-key 

 
Figure 1: Key generation scheme 
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matrix; 

Step3: For each { }1 ,i i i n i N∈ < ≤ ∈ , use iH  as 
the input of hash function, compute the hash value 

1 ( )i iH Hash H+ = , and 1iH l m L+ = × + ; 

Step4: Divide iH into m+1 parts named as 

{ }0 1, ,...,i i mik k k , in which 0ik L= and 
1 2i i mi

k k k= = = , 

select 1 2 ,...,,i i mik k k as the ith column of the sub-key 
matrix; 

Step5: Return the sub-key matrix 
11 1

1

n

m mn

K

k k

k k

=
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 Discussion  

It is well known that traditional one-way hash chain 
has the following properties: (i) If, given a hash 

value iH , it is computationally infeasible to find the 

hash value 1iH − . (ii) To compute the hash value 1iH + , 

one has to know the value of iH . In KGS, the reserved 
key is not be used in any time and is also never sent to 
the sink. So even someone has collected all the sub-

keys 1 2, , ...,i miik k k , it is impossible to compute the hash 

value iH . So it is also impossible to infer 1iH + . So it 
ensures the security of all sub-keys. That is, given a 
group of sub-keys, it is computationally infeasible to 
find any other sub-keys. 

The security of our scheme only depends on the 
security level of our selected hash chain and the length 
of the reserved key. Actually, there is a trade off 
between the security level and the energy consumption. 
But the length of the reserved key could be set to adapt 
to the different security requirements. Actually, there is 
a more complex hierarchical one-way chain which 
might be used in our scheme. But compare with our 
revised hash chain, it is more complex and consumes 
more energy.  

There are several reasons for KGS could be applied 
to the resource limited WSNs. First of all, hash 
function has been proved that it is adapt to WSNs. And 
multi-hashing in the hash chain also increases the 
security level without increasing its footprint. 
Secondly, because the KGS works synchronously with 
the data collection and the sub-keys are generated only 
at the beginning of each time slot, the computation 
time for generating the sub-keys is also not a critical 
problem. Further more, the sub-key is discarded when 
new sub-keys are generated in the next term. So the 
storage space consumption is extremely low. 

 
3.4 Data Abstraction Scheme (DAS) 
 

The core of DAS is that: When a sensor node 
receives a request, an attribute-time pair (a, t), how it 

generates the corresponding sub-key ijk and returns it 
to the sink. 

We use the same symbols as described in 
Subsection 3.3 in the algorithm. In addition, we 

assume that the starting time of TPP works is 1T  and 

the length of each time slot is TΔ . 
DAS works as follows. Given a request moment t, it 

is easy to compute which time slot it is in. Assume it 
is j , then 1( )T

T
tj

Δ

−= ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ . So hash value in time slot j  

is 0( )j
jH Hash k= , which means that 0k  is used as 

the seek key and is hashed j times. The length of jH  

is jH l m L= × + . 
For a given attribute a, the corresponding sub-key 

in term j  is ( ), ,ij jSubkey Hk l i l l= × − , which means 

that retrieve a substring from jH . And the substring 
starts at the ( )l i l th× −  character and its length is l . 
 

Algorithm 2 Data Abstraction Algorithm 

Input: an attribute-time pair (a, t) 

Output: the corresponding sub-key ijk  
Algorithm: 

Step1: Compute the coordinate (i, j) of the 
subspace which the request data is in by the 

following expressions. i = a ; 1( )t T
j

TΔ

−
=
⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥

  

Step2: Compute the hash value 0( )j

jH Hash k=  

and jH l m L= × + . 
Step3: Compute the requested sub-key is 

( ), ,ij jk Subkey H l i l l= × −  

Step4: Return ijk to the sink. 

 Improvement of the scheme 

From the expressions 0( )j
jH Hash k=  and 

1( )T
T

tj
Δ

−⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥
, it is easy to see that the sensor node’s 

computation consumption for responding each request 
depends on the number of update terms from the 
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starting time to the time in the attribute-time pair. So if 
j is very huge, the total amount of computation for 
responding each request might be also too huge for the 
energy limited sensor node. 

To avoid always using the seed key 0k  as the input 
to compute the needed sub-key for each request, we 
make a tradeoff between the computation overhead and 

the memory space usage. We store a hash value yNH  
on the sensor node in every N  time slots, which can be 
set to adapt to different applications. And all of the 
hash values can be indicated by yNH . 

Then we describe how the sensor node generates the 
corresponding sub-key for the request from the sink 
again. When a sensor node received an attribute-time 
pair (a, t), it can easily compute 1( )t T

Tj
Δ

−= ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ , 

and ( )1N y Ny j +< < , so the hash value jH  can be 

computed using the expression: ( )
j yN

yNjH Hash H
−= . 

Our simulation results in Section 4 show that the 
computation consumption is greatly decreased. 
 
3.5 Update Modes 
 

In DAS, we can see that each request sent by the 
sink can only access to one sub-key. Actually, 
someone might want to access to more sub-keys in one 
request. For example, in some applications, some 
people often read all the data of with the same 
attribute. But in other applications, people might 
always want to access to the entire data collected at the 
same term. So the sensor node needs have different key 
update modes to satisfy different applications. So we 
design three update modes for our privacy protection 
scheme. Each update mode is used in different 
situation. The main purpose is to decrease the 
consumption of computation. Due to the page 
limitation, we only introduce the main idea of each 
mode. 
 

3.5.1 Transverse update mode (TUM). TUM is the 
mode we have used in the previous description. The 
data collected in the same time slot use the sub-keys 
generated from the same hash value; and the hash 
value is updated for each time slot. Using this mode, 
the sink can request all the required sub-keys for all 
kinds of data collection in the same time slot in one 
request. Figure 2 shows the Transverse Update Mode. 
In the figure only the first eight update cycles are 
marked. 
 
3.5.2 Longitudinal update mode (LUM). As shown 
in Figure 3, in LUM, there is a corresponding seed key 

ik  for each attribute of data. And they generate sub-
keys using the same scheme we design in Subsection 
3.3. The difference is that the data with the same 
attribute use the sub-keys generated by their 
corresponding seed key. It is updated in every m time 
slots. Using this mode, the sink can request multiple 
sub-keys with the same attribute in continuous time 
slots within one request packet.  
 
3.5.3 Massive update mode (MUM). In MUM there 
are two seed keys on each sensor node. And they 
generate sub-keys using the scheme we design in 
Subsection 3.3. In an arbitrary time slot n, they 
generate a group of sub-keys respectively, named as 

{ }0 1 2, , , , mka ka ka ka ka=  and { }0 1 2, , , , mkb kb kb kb kb= , 

in which m is the total number of attributes. 0ka  

and 0kb  are both reserved keys. We select ika , the ith 

sub-key of ka, and jkb , the jth sub-key of kb, 

where , 0i j ≠ , and then compute ij i jk ka kb= ⊕ which 
is the corresponding sub-key for the data in subspace 

(i, j). So we can obtain a sub-key matrix nK . The data 

in matrix nS , which is a sub matrix of data matrix S, 

use the corresponding sub-keys in nK . Using this mode, 
the sink can send many attribute-time pairs in one 

 
Figure 2: Transverse update mode 

(TUM) 

 
Figure 3: Longitudinal update 

mode (LUM) 

 
Figure 4: Massive update mode 

(MUM) 
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request to request the corresponding sub-keys of the 
data in a matrix, i.e., nS . Figure 4 shows this mode, 
where only the first update cycle is marked. 
 
4. Performance evaluation 
 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our 
proposed scheme. Our proposed TPP scheme can 
efficiently generate 2-dimensional keys with 
guaranteed security. A side effect of the scheme is that 
we can carry out the access control in the sink as well 
for queries from ordinary sensor nodes. To the best of 
our knowledge, there are no similar researches for the 
2-dimension keys generation to provide privacy in 
WSNs so far. Hence we don't provide comparison 
work with others. However, we perform extensive 
simulations in various scenarios to evaluate the 
performance of our proposed scheme with respect to 
different application requirements. 
 
4.1 Performance Metrics 
 

We define the following performance metrics: 
Memory space usage: It includes the memory space 

consumption for storing the seed key and the generated 
sub-keys on a single sensor node. 

Computation overhead: It includes two parts: (i) 
the overhead for generating all the sub-keys for 
encrypting the collected data before they are 
transmitted to the sink and (ii) the overhead for 
generating the corresponding sub-keys requested by 
the sink. 

Response time of a sub-key request is one of the 
parameters concerned by users. To highlight the 
computation time, we ignore the transmission time. We 
define the response time of a request as a time slot 
from when a sensor receives a request to when it 
generates the corresponding sub-key.  
 

4.2 Simulation Setup 
 

We evaluate the performance of TPP using a 
custom simulator. In the simulation setup, we 
randomly deploy 1000 sensor nodes into a (600 m × 
600 m) square sensing field, and the average 
communication range is set to 40 m. The memory 
space for each sensor node is 1MB. All sensor nodes 
collect 10 attributes of data continuously, encrypt and 
send them to the sink by a Shortest Path Tree. Also the 
sink can send requests to every sensor node.  
 
4.3 Experiment results 
 
4.3.1. The memory space usage. To evaluate the 
memory space usage, we generate different network 
topologies with 1000 nodes. On each topology, we 
implement three models of our TPP scheme. Apart 
from the basic time-based privacy protection model 
(Basic-TPP) and the improved time-based privacy 
protection model (Improved-TPP), which are designed 
in Section 3, we also implement the all keys stored 
model (All keys stored). In this model, all the 
generated sub-keys are stored on the sensor nodes. All 
the sensor nodes collect data which are partitioned into 
10 attributes continuously, and then encrypt them and 
transmit to the sink. We run the network more than 
50000 terms. The length of each sub-key is 16bit.  

As shown in Figure 5, the memory space usage is 
extremely low in the basic model, because only one 
single seed key and the using sub-keys are required to 
be stored. For the all keys stored model, the memory 
space consumption increases rapidly, and at the 
32768th term the sensor node broken down. The 
reason is that there is no more memory space to store 
the sub-keys. That is, it is infeasible to store all sub-
keys on a sensor node. For the improved TPP scheme, 
the memory space consumption increase with time 
elapses, but its increase rate is much lower. It can 
satisfy normal operations of a WSN system. 
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4.3.2. The computation overhead. To evaluate the 
computation overhead (i) described in Subsection 4.1, 
we generate different network topologies with 1000 
sensor nodes. On each topology, we implement the 
ordinary data transmission model, in which there is no 
privacy protection scheme (No-TPP), and the model 
with the TPP scheme (TPP), respectively. In both 
models, to ensure the security, all data require to be 
encrypted. The only difference is that all data are 
encrypted using the same key in No-TPP model, while 
different sub-keys are used in TPP model. As shown in 
Figure 6, there is about 5% overhead increases. 

The computation overhead (ii) is entirely introduced 
by our TPP scheme. So we have to decrease it as much 
as possible. We firstly run the networks with the Basic-
TPP and Improved-TPP 10000 terms, respectively. 
And then the sink randomly sends 20 attribute-time 
pairs to the sensor node. The response time to compute 
the corresponding sub-keys in both models are shown 
in Figure 7. We can see that the response time in 
Improved-TPP is very low. 
 
4.3.3 The average response time in different update 
modes. To evaluate the performances of our proposed 
three Key Update Modes, we design 3 groups of 
experiments. We firstly generate three networks using 
the same topology, and they runs TUM, LUM and 
MUM respectively. In each group of experiment, we 
run the networks 10000 terms firstly. Then the sink 
sends 500 attribute-time pairs to sensor nodes using 
different models. We run this ten times compute the 
average response time. In the first group, the sink 
requests 10 continuous sub-keys in a same time slot 
using TUM, in which the sink sends 10 attribute-time 
pairs in a request packet, and No-TUM model 
respectively. As shown in Figure 8, the average 
response time of TUM is only about 10% of the NO-
TUM’s. In the second group, the sink requests 10 sub-
keys with the same attribute in 10 continuous time 
slots. Figure 9 suggests that LUM, in which the sink 

sends 10 attribute-time pairs in a request packet, 
decreases the response time significantly. Here, No-
TUM and No-LUM mean that the sink sends only one 
contribute-time pair in each request packet. In the last 
group, the sink requests 100 sub-keys in a 10 × 10 
sub-keys matrix. Compare with TUM and LUM, we 
can see that the performance of MUM, in which the 
sink sends these 100 attribute-time pairs in a request 
packet, is best in this case, which is shown in Figure 
10. 
 
5. Related works 
 

Many efforts have been made to mitigate the risks 
of privacy exposure in WSNs. The privacy protection 
solutions that have been proposed may be categorized 
into two groups: content-oriented solutions and 
contextual privacy protection solutions [13]. 

Content-oriented privacy threats are issues that arise 
due to the ability of the adversary to observe and 
manipulate the exact content of packets. Current 
research is mainly concentrated on the transmission 
security and the defense of multifarious attacks. And 
many solutions have been proposed for these threats. 
One approach is to create secure platforms in which 
provide link layer cryptographic primitives or libraries. 
TinySec [6], SecureSense [8] and SenSec [10] are the 
examples. There are many other solutions, including 
secure information routing protocols such as SPINS [7] 
and LEAP [9], security aware middleware services 
such as secure localization [11] and secure time 
synchronization [12].  

The issue of contextual privacy is concerned with 
protecting the context associated with the measurement 
and transmission of sensed data, such as, the location 
of the source node(s) that observed the target, the time 
when the source node(s) observed the target. Source 
location privacy in WSNs is extensively studied in [13, 
14], where phantom routing, which uses a random 
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walk before commencing with regular flooding/single-
path routing, protects the source location. In [15], 
Deng proposed randomized routing algorithms and 
fake message injection to prevent an adversary from 
locating the network sink based on the observed traffic 
patterns. Temporal privacy in WSN is formulated in 
literature [16], and an adaptive buffering algorithm, 
RCAD, is proposed. 
 
6. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, we addressed the privacy problem to 
multi-attribute data in a 2-dementional plane in people-
centric WSNs. The privacy data are divided into many 
subspaces linking to their attribute and generation time. 
In order to provide controllable security, we proposed a 
TPP scheme for multi-attribute data in WSNs based on 
a revised hash chain technology. The data in each 
subspace is encrypted with different sub-keys before 
the transmission to the sink. If someone wants to read 
any part of these data, he has to send an attribute-time 
pair (a, t) to the sensor node firstly. On the sensor 
node, there is a mechanism to determine whether to 
respond the request. If so, then the sensor node 
generates the corresponding sub-key and sends it to the 
sink. Only when the one has got the sub-key, he could 
decrypt and read the needed data. TPP scheme could 
generate these sub-keys using limited calculating 
consumption. The storage space consumption is also 
extremely low; even only one single seed key is stored 
on each sensor node. We do some improvements to 
adapt to different application scenarios. The simulation 
results show that it applies to the resource limited 
WSNs. 

Future works on TPP will lead in two directions. 
One is to improve the security of the sub-keys by using 
other key generation algorithms. The other one is the 
design of a comprehensive mechanism that the owners 
of the data can manage their privacy data freely.  
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